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EX/P2-10O Fusion Oriented Plasma Research in Bangladesh: Impact of Dust on Plasma

M. K. Islam, Institute of Nuclear Science and Technology, Atomic Energy Commission, Dhaka,
Bangladesh
Contact: khairuislancgyahoo. corn

Abstract: Study on dusty plasma is important to understand the crucially adverse effect of dust on the
fusion plasma. Detailed results of theoretical investigation on the properties and excitation of dust-modes in
a low-temp dusty, plasma including the ions streaming, dust charge fluctuation and kinetic effects are given.
In the case of high- and low-density dusty, plasma, the dust-lower-hybrid (dlh) and dust-acoustic (DA)
modes propagating nearly perpendicular to the external B have been obtained, respectively. It is found
that in any case of the modes, the Landau damping linearly adds to the dust charge fluctuation damping and
the DA mode is damped rapidly compared to the dlh mode through these dampings. Collaboration with
Japanese institute in the subject of plasma-wall interaction and dusty plasma has been started. Results of
the investigation on edge plasma behavior in the anchor cell of GAMMA 10 are given. Significant influence
of the local non-axisymmetric magnetic field on the ions is found. The evidence which indicates the cold
plasma formation in the anchor cell is explained from the viewpoint of enhanced outgassing from the wall
due to the interaction of the drifted out passing ions. H i ui II1101111lD11111
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EX/P2-11 Tritiurn Distribution on Plasma Facing Graphite Tiles of JT-60U

T. Tanabe, Center for Integrated Research Science and Engineering, Nagoya, University, Nagoya,
Japan
Contact: tobitak~fusion. naka.jaeri.go.jp

Abstract: Tritium areal distributions on graphite divertor tiles, dome units and baffle plates of JT-
60U were successfully measured for the first time with using tritium imaging plate technique. Tritium
distributions observed in JT-60U tiles can be explained by implantation of energy tritium, because tritium
was produced by the D-D nuclear reaction. Accordingly, toroidal distribution shows the periodic structure
reflecting the ripple loss of the magnetic field. The tritium distribution on the divertor tiles is modified by
redeposited layers and redistributed by the temperature increase due to plasma heat load.
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EX/P2-12 . Application of Electron Bernstein W~ave Heating and Current Drive to High Beta
Plasmas

P. C. Efthimion, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton, USA
Contact: pefthirnionY~ppplgov

Abstract: Electron Bernstein Waves (EBW) can potentially heat and drive current in high-beta plasmas.
Electomagnetic waves can convert to EBW via two paths. 0-mode heating, demonstrated on W-7AS,
requires waves be launched within a narrow k-parallel range. Alternately, in high-beta plasmas, the X-
mode cutoff and EBW conversion layers are millimeters apart, so the fast X-mode can tunnel to the EBW
branch. We are studying the conversion of EBW to the X-mode by measuring the radiation temperature
of the cyclotron emission and comparing it to the electron temperature. In addition, mode conversion has
been studied with an approximate kinetic full-wave code. We have enhanced EBW mode conversion to

-100% by encircling the antenna with a limiter that shortens the density scale length at the conversion
layer in the scrape off of the CDX-U spherical torus (ST) plasma. Consequently, a limiter in front of a
launch antenna achieves efficient X-mode coupling to EBW. Ray tracing and Fokker-Planck codes have
been used to develop current drive scenarios in NSTX high-beta (- 40%) ST plasmas and a relativistic
code will examine the potential synergy of EBW current drive with the bootstrap current.


